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FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS  

BOARD OF EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY 

The Farmington Public Schools are committed to the belief that all children 
are capable of attaining high levels of educational achievement in preparation 
for productive, rewarding lives and responsible citizenship. Students will 
reach this goal through their own diligence and effort, and through a school 
and school district learning climate that responds to individual student aca-
demic needs, a curriculum that challenges, adequate resources, and skilled, 
professional instruction. Furthermore, a belief in social equality underlies 
Farmington's commitment to providing a high quality of education for all stu-
dents.  Policy 0000(a) 

The MISSION of the FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The mission of the Farmington Public Schools is to offer a common standards-based 
educational program that will enable every student to achieve rigorous performance 

standards.  
SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE YEAR GOALS 2010-2015 

1.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in critical thinking and 
reasoning and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by accessing, 
interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating ideas and information, drawing evidence-
based conclusions, synthesizing new learning with prior knowledge and reflecting 
critically on learning.    

2.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in collaboration and 
communication and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by 
participating effectively in a variety of teams, actively listening and responding to 
the ideas of others, sharing responsibility for outcomes, articulating ideas clearly 
in multiple formats and using technology tools to enhance communication. 

3.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in problem solving and 
innovation and  meet rigorous core academic content* standards by identifying 
problems, analyzing data, asking questions, utilizing a variety of resources, 
thinking flexibly, making connections and seeking practical, innovative, and 
entrepreneurial solutions. 

4.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in self-direction and 
resourcefulness and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by 
exploring interests, taking initiative, setting learning goals, demonstrating 
persistent effort, adapting to change with resiliency and exhibiting ethical 
leadership and responsible citizenship. 

 
 
*Farmington’s Core Academic Content Areas include English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, 
Social Studies, World Language, Health, Physical Education, Wellness and Music, Fine and Applied 
Arts.  

  



WEST DISTRICT SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
2010-2011 

 
Introduction 
Our vision is to create a learning-focused community in which all students can develop 
their talents in a caring and collaborative atmosphere that values diversity and promotes 
kindness, responsibility, and service to others.  West District students will feel individu-
ally known and respected, and have an important voice and role in our school.  Through 
continual inquiry into our teaching practice, we seek to have each child succeed at sig-
nificant learning tasks and achieve high standards through the combined efforts of stu-
dents, teacher, and West District families. 
 
West District’s School Development Plan provides a comprehensive overview of major 
school goals and priorities.  It describes strategic action steps we will take, as well as the 
ways in which we will monitor our progress. Our plan is based on current data, along 
with the longitudinal report of performance indictors over a five-year period.   
 
With focus on our district’s Vision of the Farmington Graduate, we will plan and im-
plement instruction to develop our students’ skills in the following areas:  Critical 
Thinking and Reasoning, Collaboration and Communication, Problem Solving and 
Innovation, and Self-direction and Resourcefulness.   
 
Through the lens of our district’s Framework for Teaching and Learning, we will 
work to create the environment and conditions students need for achievement of the FPS 
Goals for each student.  The Core Principles of the Framework are: 
 
Principle # 1: ACTIVE LEARNING COMMUNITY 
Students learn best when they have a sense of belonging to a positive learning community in which they 
have regular opportunities to work collaboratively. 
 
Principle # 2: CHALLENGING EXPECTATIONS 
Students learn best when they understand performance expectations and are individually supported in meet-
ing challenging standards. 
 
Principle # 3: MEANINGFUL KNOWLEDGE 
Students learn best when they see content as meaningful and organized around big ideas and questions and 
can transfer learning to new contexts. 
 
Principle # 4: PURPOSEFUL ENGAGEMENT 
Students learn best when they are actively engaged in authentic learning tasks and given opportunities to 
construct meaning and develop understanding. 
 
Principle # 5: INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Students learn best when make choices about and take responsibility for their own learning goals and pro-
gress. 
 
School Priority Areas 
Using the Framework for Teaching and Learning, our faculty will focus on better understanding and meet-
ing the different learning styles of our students. 
 
Our faculty, staff and students will work together to foster a climate of caring and respect in our school 
community, one in which students have regular opportunities to work collaboratively. 



Reading Goal:  Through the implementation of the Board of Education 
Goals, all West District students will make continuous progress toward 
meeting or exceeding grade level reading standards.        

 
 

Monitoring Plan 
  
The principal, literacy specialist and teachers will implement Farmington’s Strategic 
Intervention Model by continuing to hold regular literacy intervention meetings with 
targeted protocols. We will allocate resources to students in most need of support in 
order to ensure high levels of achievement for all students in reading.  Pre and post 
assessments will be given for all interventions, as well as periodic probes, as a way to 
monitor the degree to which the interventions are affecting student learning. 

 
The principal and literacy specialist will visit reading instruction in classrooms and 
provide feedback on students and instruction, using the district Framework for Teach-
ing and Learning, and the Dimensions of Effective Literacy Instruction.   
 
The principal and literacy specialist will work together with teachers to collect, ana-
lyze and report on a variety of performance measures: number/percentage of students 
meeting Farmington Standards, CMT data, and longitudinal data for students not 
meeting standard.   
 
In early June, the team will collect final student learning data, report results and re-
flect upon student growth, instructional interventions, and assessment tools in order to 
summarize the results, identify the most effective instructional plans, and plan for the 
future.   
 

  
Action Plan 

 
1. In September and early October, we will review trends of reading performance, 

both from our Results and Outcomes and CMT data. Teachers will meet with the 
principal and literacy specialist to examine the Benchmark Assessments and ongo-
ing class data.  We will specifically work to improve individual student perform-
ance for students who did not meet goal on the DRP or on one or more of the read-
ing strands, using targeted small group instruction.   

 
2. As a faculty, we will deepen our focus on targeted groups of our most challenged 

learners, based on academic history and beginning data, to better understand spe-
cific learning styles and potential areas of need.  An area of focus for this year is to 
determine specific indicators for pre- and post-assessment of behaviors and atti-
tudes, such as confidence and motivation.  

 
3. Using Principle #5 of the Framework for Teaching and Learning, we will engage in 

collaborative inquiry and discussion using the Rounds model to help these students 
progress toward meeting standard in reading. This will also provide us opportunities 
to improve our instructional strategies for all learners.  



 
4. We will continue to refine our understanding of the Benchmark Assessment System 

and other district assessments by analyzing student results at grade level teams and 
town-wide meetings.  We will use the continuum of Literacy Learning to become 
proficient in making responsive instructional decisions based on the analysis of this 
assessment system.   

 
 

Professional Development Priorities 
 

• Systematic faculty study of each principle of the Framework for Teaching and 
Learning, and how each principle applies to reading.   

 
• Deepen our understanding of the collaborative inquiry process as a way to support 

struggling students in reading. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Writing Goal: Through the implementation of the Board of Education 
Goals, all West District students will make continuous progress toward 
meeting or exceeding grade level writing standards. 
 

 
Monitoring Plan 

 
We will implement Farmington’s Strategic Intervention Model by holding regular lit-
eracy intervention meetings with teachers, the literacy specialist and the principal, to 
track and analyze student performance in writing.  We will periodically reallocate re-
sources to students most in need of support in order to ensure high levels of achieve-
ment for all students in writing.   
 
The principal and literacy specialist will visit classrooms during the writing instruc-
tion block and provide feedback on students and instruction, using the Framework for 
Teaching and Learning, and the district Dimensions of Effective Literacy Instruction.  
The focus will be on what students are doing during their writing instruction block 
and the coherent implementation of the Writing Workshop model across all grades.  
 
Teachers will periodically conduct district-wide assessments and regularly collect ex-
amples of student work as evidence of students’ mastery of writing skills, and for 
planning purposes.   

 
By early June, teachers will discuss and assess student growth in writing with other 
teachers in the district to determine if grade level standards were met.  Teachers will 
analyze instructional practices and assessment tools to determine what was most help-
ful in accelerating student learning.  This assessment information will be used to as-
sist teachers in planning future writing instruction. 

 
 

Action Plan 
 
1. In September, we will analyze and compare CMT results with district end of year 

data and individual student results.  We will use this to plan for school-based pro-
fessional development and instructional supports for students.   

 
2. By mid-October, teachers will have assessed all students’ writing.  They will 

identify specific student needs relative to the traits, design specific instruction, 
and collect data (every six to eight weeks) to determine students’ progress toward 
mastery of the traits of writing.   

 
3. The principal, literacy specialist and teachers will analyze submissions for the 

CMT Direct Assessment of Writing of those students who did not meet or barely 
met expectations, to further inform instruction. 

 
4. Our faculty will examine writing practices and student behaviors through the lens 

of the Framework for Teaching and Learning, focusing on each principle of the 
Framework.   We will refine our school-wide action research observing and pro-



viding alternative strategies for our struggling writers as they develop indicators 
of Individual Responsibility (Framework Principle #5.) These outcomes will be 
shared and discussed at faculty meetings. 

 
 

Professional Development Priorities 
 

 Grade level teams will work with the resource Mastering Mechanics by Hoyt & 
Therriault to plan specific lessons that incorporate editing and revising.    

 
 Systematic faculty study and use of the Framework as leverage for students’ suc-

cess in writing.   
 

 Deepen our understanding of the collaborative inquiry process as a way to ob-
serve students in writing. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mathematics Goal: Through the implementation of the Board of Education 
Goals, all West District Students will make continuous progress toward 
meeting or exceeding grade level mathematics standards. 
 
 

Monitoring Plan 
 

We will implement Farmington’s Strategic Intervention Model by holding regular 
math intervention meetings with teachers and the principal, to track and analyze stu-
dent performance, and consult with our district math specialist to plan interventions 
for those students not meeting the math standard.  We will periodically reallocate re-
sources to students most in need of support in order to ensure high levels of achieve-
ment for all students in math.   

 
The principal will visit classrooms during the math block and provide feedback to 
teachers about individual students and instruction, using the district Framework for 
Teaching and Learning. 

 
The principal will work with teachers to collect, analyze and report annually on a va-
riety of performance measures:  number/percentage of students meeting Farmington 
Standards, CMT data, and longitudinal data for students not meeting standard.   

 
 

Action Plan 
 

1. In September, we will analyze and compare CMT results with district end of year 
data and individual student results.  We will use this to plan for school-based pro-
fessional development and instructional supports for students.  Particular empha-
sis will be given to developing number sense in order to improve estimation 
strategies, measurement, elapsed time and rounding numbers.   

 
2. We will implement a new intervention resource in kindergarten and first grade, 

Math Expressions by Houghton-Mifflin-Harcourt .  Students in need of develop-
ing number sense and computation skills may receive this support.  Teachers will 
consult with our district math specialist when needed, to learn about additional in-
terventions that would help our neediest math students. 

 
3. We will continue to refine our school-wide action resource project as a faculty, to 

reach our students struggling in math through additional alternative strategies, and 
document the effectiveness of their outcomes.  As part of our EEPD work, we will 
study students for whom basic math skills are difficult and determine more useful 
instructional strategies. 

 
4. Students in grade four who are highly proficient in mathematics will be identified 

and invited to join the Math Olympiad program.  We will look for other ways, 
both through the Everyday Mathematics program and supplemental materials, to 
provide extension opportunities for students needing additional challenges in ma-
thematics.   



 
5. Teachers in grades three and four will administer periodic assessments in order to 

determine students’ readiness for the mathematics portion of the Connecticut 
Mastery Tests.  Appropriate interventions will be implemented, based on the as-
sessment results.   

 
6. Teachers in art, music and physical education will incorporate measurement and 

units of measure into the real-world activities of their disciplines. 
 
 

Professional Learning Priorities 
 

• PD to develop students’ critical thinking and problem solving skills, for teachers 
and for paraprofessionals who support mathematics instruction. 

 
• Team engagement in collaborative inquiry and observation of our most chal-

lenged learners, using the Framework as leverage for students’ success in math.   
 

• Systematic faculty study of each principle of the Framework for Teaching and 
Learning, and how each principle applies to mathematics instruction. 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SCHOOL PRIORITIES 
 

1. Building Respectful Community  
 

It is important for all members of the West District community to feel respected 
and cared for.  It is equally important that all members demonstrate caring and re-
spect for others.  We believe that learning is optimized in a respectful culture, and 
plan to continue our efforts in the following ways: 

 
• In each classroom, teachers and students will determine class rules, based 

upon West District’s “Four-Way Test” for good decision making. 
 
• Each month, our Celebration Assemblies will focus on one of the Pillars of 

Character: Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring and Ci-
tizenship.  For extended periods of time, school and classroom activities will 
be aligned with that trait.  We will involve the Student Council to further de-
velop our understanding of the Pillars, and to assist teachers in incorporating 
concepts into class routines. 

 



• Our Tiger Leader initiative will be key, both in developing students’ confi-
dence, motivation, and attention to task, and their leadership abilities.  Special 
subject teachers will work closely with the principal and classroom teachers to 
monitor and support students in need of this intervention.  The FPS Core Be-
liefs (Expectations, Effort, Instruction, Relationships, and Results Matter) will 
be explicit in the work as students learn to set goals and track their own pro-
gress.  

 
• Our social worker, principal and teachers will use the information from stu-

dent surveys to help students develop strategies for dealing with behavior that 
is disrespectful toward them.  We will plan for ways to systematically share 
this information with students.   

 
• Through the use of an inter-district grant, our Art teacher will collaborate with 

an urban district to plan and implement integrated arts/writing activities in 
which third graders of both schools will participate. 

 
• We will continue to survey students, parents and staff at the end of the year, 

soliciting feedback that will be considered by the School Development Coun-
cil, faculty and Student Council. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Understanding and Teaching to Different Learning Styles 
 

 
• Teachers will engage in book studies of Data Wise by Boudett, City and Mur-

nane and/or So Each May Learn by Silver, Strong and Perini to understand 
and discuss ways to improve our use of student data and instruction. 

 
• We will create structures for classroom observations so that teams may collec-

tively focus on student learning and refining instructional techniques, and we 
will use faculty meeting time to talk about the collective learning that results 
from these collegial observations.  

 
• We will create structures for collaboration with special education, Reading 

Recovery, music, art and physical education teachers to share information 
about targeted students’ strengths and challenges, and cooperatively plan for 
and monitor plans for our most challenged learners. 

 



• We will focus on locating or developing measures for pre-and post-assessment 
of students’ needs, including attention/focus, motivation/stamina, confi-
dence/self esteem, basic academic skills. 

 
• We will work with our school psychologist and social worker to more effec-

tively help students establish/evaluate their own learning goals and progress.  
We will identify or develop some rubrics/work samples to help students with 
this process. 

 
• We will determine a means to sustain our learning for others. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

School Development Council 
 
 
The School Development Council is comprised of parents, teachers, and the principal.  
The Council meets periodically throughout the school year to provide feedback and sug-
gestions and to promote continuous school improvement.  Last year, the Council agendas 
included the School Development Plan, School Safety, budget proposals, our school-wide 
respect initiative, and analysis of student and parent end-of-year survey results and Coun-
cil recommendations. 
 
Our Council members for the 2010-2011 school year are: 
 
Parents: Chris Belisle, Cathie Martin, Eric Tragash, Jane Driscoll, Paula O’Brien, 

Sharon Mc Laughlin 
 
Teacher:    Angie Simpson  
 
Principal: Sharon Lowery 



Longitudinal Report of Priority School Indicators for West 
District School 

 
 

The indicators described below are used to determine school priorities and to assess 
school improvements.  Other indicators, including student work and locally devel-
oped standards-based assessments, are utilized as well to determine school priorities 
and progress. 
 
  

Percent of Students Meeting Reading Standards, 2006-2010 
 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Kindergarten 92% 94% 91% 87% 82% 
Grade One 85% 91% 97% 86% 90% 
Grade Two 91% 85% 84% 85% 81% 
Grade Three 81% 76% 71% 78% 85% 
Grade Four 79% 85% 71% 80% 85% 
 
 

Percent of Students Meeting Writing Standards, 2006-2010 
 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Kindergarten 90% 96% 91% 85% 86% 
Grade One 84% 88% 93% 79% 90% 
Grade Two 88% 73% 66% 76% 80% 
Grade Three 74% 67% 77% 75% 76% 
Grade Four 79% 76% 67% 71% 82% 
 
 

Percent of Students Meeting Math Standards, 2006-2010 
 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Kindergarten 90% 91% 86% 86% 86% 
Grade One 98% 91% 90% 84% 90% 
Grade Two 92% 86% 86% 81% 73% 
Grade Three 83% 83% 83% 81% 80% 
Grade Four 79% 87% 73% 78% 83% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Percent of Fourth Grade Students at or Above State Goal on Connecticut Mastery 
Test (CMT) Reading, Writing and Math 

 
4th Grade  2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Reading 82% 89% 78% 89% 82% 
Writing 72% 87% 90% 81% 82% 
Math 77% 93% 76% 83% 82% 
 
 
 

Percent of Third Grade Students at or Above State Goal on Connecticut Mastery 
Test (CMT) Reading, Writing and Math 

 
3rd Grade  2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Reading 87% 79% 85% 84% 97% 
Writing 86% 89% 91% 89% 95% 
Math 84% 87% 88% 84% 90% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


